
Goal: explore transient ion-cavity interaction 

analogous to ion-laser transport gate[1,2]

Contrasted with single-zone cavity-coupled setups:

• Hard cavity alignment to ion with RF Paul trap 

→ no ion confinement near cavity

→ deflection electrodes and Einzel lens to control 

trajectory.

• Compact cavities increase 𝑔 but trapping is difficult due to 

stray charges and constrained geometric access. 

→ laser cooling and state preparation set aside

→ The time ion passing by is short.

Focus by an Einzel Lens

Einzel lens: 3 sets of cylindrical apertures in series along an 

axis. Inserted into free motion stage to focus wavepacket.

comsol

SIMION

𝟐𝐒𝟏/𝟐,
𝟐𝐃𝟑/𝟐 𝒗𝒇 = 𝟑𝟓𝟎𝐦/𝐬 𝒗𝒇 = 𝟑𝟎𝟎𝟎𝐦/𝐬

Δ𝜙𝑑𝑐 8.9 × 10−8, 7.6 × 10−7 4.7 × 10−4, 4.1 × 10−3

𝑃𝑡 2.5 × 10−9, 1.8 × 10−7 0.001, 0.073

Trap Simulation

bem is a boundary element method (BEM) python package with Cython-wrapped C 

kernel libraries in Unix system. It solves Laplace equation to calculate electrical 

potential.

• Import STL and other format files for trap geometry

• Create, refine and visualize triangle mesh on each electrode surfaces 

according to constraints

• Calculate electrical potential on grid points using boundary element method 

accelerated by fast multipole algorithm

• Save and read in potential data in VTK files

https://github.com/wwcphy/bem

electrode optimizes 2D surface electrode patterns to achieve desired trapping 

properties and extract relevant parameters of the resulting geometry. The package 

also treats precomputed 3D volumetric field and potential data transparently.

• Calculate surface trap potential by analytical “Biot-Savart integral”

• Import precomputed potential (2D or 3D) in VTK files from bem package

• Extract trap center, depth, secular frequencies and other parameters

https://github.com/wwcphy/electrode

Based on the code from Robert Jordens. Updates influding Python 3 

support, environment and compile errors.

Application: Britton lab is using bem to calculate trap potential. This 

is used to numerically calculate ion trajectories without resort to 

pseudopotential approximation. Used to model ion aceleration.

Modeling Non-Adiabatic Transport of a Trapped Ion 

through a Single Mode Optical Cavity

Wance Wang, Joseph W. Britton

Ion transport gate

controlled velocity through stationary laser 

high-energy ion beam

• Doppler cooled 40Ca+

• v = 105 ± 8m/s

• −5.9 kV acceleration voltage

• transverse spread at focus: 𝟓. 𝟖 ± 𝟏. 𝟎 𝐧𝐦

• stable for 18 hours

Jacob, Georg, … Singer. "Transmission microscopy with nanometer resolution using a 
deterministic single ion source." PRL 117, 043001 (2016).

DC Stark Shift

Large accelerating field causes DC stark shift 𝐻𝑑𝑐 = −𝑒 Ƹ𝑟 ⋅ 𝐸𝑎𝑐𝑐

Lau, Hoi-Kwan, "Decoherence and dephasing errors caused by the dc stark 
effect in rapid ion transport." PRA 83, 062330 (2011).

Considerations if not using Einzel Lens

With 𝑡𝑎 = 5 μs, length of effective harmonic lens potential 
region 𝑙 = 1 mm

Focal length versus 𝜔𝑙/𝜔⊥

Evolution of Δ𝑥⊥ versus 𝑡𝑏

VS

(no einzel lens)

- - fundamental spread Δxsec⊥

- - fundamental spread Δxsec⊥

Transverse spread Δ𝑥⊥ versus velocity 𝑣𝑓

Δ𝑥⊥ versus secular frequency 𝜔⊥ (fix Ω𝑟𝑓)

Ion Transport without 3D Confinement

Launch initially trapped ion outside trap into the waist of 

cavity standing wave with desired ion position uncertainty:

• transverse: λc/2 ~200 nm

• longitudinal: w0~20 μm

Influence of ion’s motion and technical uncertainties on 

position uncertainty in cavity?

beam waist w

𝑣 =
𝑤Ω

𝜋
𝑡 = 𝜋/Ω
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